
Programming in Haskell – Homework Assignment 2

UNIZG FER, 2013/2014

Handed out: October 25, 2013. Due: October 31, 2013 at 17:00

Note: Define each function with the exact name and the type specified. You can (and in
most cases you should) define each function using a number of simpler functions. Provide
a type signature above each function definition and comment the function above the type
signature. Unless said otherwise, a function may not cause runtime errors and must be
defined for all of its input values. Use the error function for cases in which a function
should terminate with an error message. Problems marked with a star (?) are optional.

1. Define crossover that “crosses” two lists (xs and ys) together at a certain position
or many positions and returns both results. Implement two variants of the crossover
function.

(a) Define crossOne that replaces the left part of xs (up to the i-th position) with
the left part of ys, and the right part of xs (from the i-th position onward)
with the right part of ys.

crossOne :: Int -> [a] -> [a] -> ([a],[a])

crossOne 3 "haskell" "python" ⇒ ("pytkell","hashon")

crossOne 2 "haskell" [] ⇒ ("skell","ha")

crossOne 12 "haskell" "meep" ⇒ ("meep","haskell")

crossOne (-1) "haskell" "python" ⇒ ("haskell","python")

crossOne 2 [1..] [13..] ⇒ ([13,14]++[3..],[1,2]++[15..])

(b) Define crossMany that interchanges only the elements at given indices. When
the input lists are of different lengths, trim the longer one so that the lists
become become of equal length. If an index is out of bounds, simply ignore it.

crossMany :: [Int] -> [a] -> [a] -> ([a], [a])

crossMany [3,17] "haskell" "python" ⇒ ("hashel", "pytkon")

crossMany [-7,0,2] "haskell" "python" ⇒ ("patkel", "hyshon")

crossMany [3] "haskell" [] ⇒ ([], [])

crossMany [0..] "haskell" "python" ⇒ ("python", "haskel")

crossMany [1..] "haskell" "python" ⇒ ⊥
crossMany [0,2..] "haskell" "python" ⇒ (’p’:⊥, ’h’:⊥)

2. Define interlace that returns a list filled alternately with elements from the first
and the second input lists. If input lists are of unequal lengths, ignore the remainder
of the longer one. (Hint: zip, concat.)

interlace :: [a] -> [a] -> [a]

interlace [1..3] [4..6] ⇒ [1,4,2,5,3,6]

interlace [] [1..10] ⇒ []

interlace "mio" "mao" ⇒ "mmiaoo"
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3. Define the following functions:

(a) indices :: [a] -> [Int]

indices [4,5,6] ⇒ [0, 1, 2]

indices "woof" ⇒ [0, 1, 2, 3]

indices [] ⇒ []

indices [0.43,0.49..] ⇒ [0..]

(b) suffixes :: [a] -> [[a]]

suffixes "ping" ⇒ ["ping", "ing", "ng", "g", ""]

suffixes [] ⇒ [[]]

suffixes [0..] ⇒ [[0..], [1..], [2..], and so on...

suffixes [0..] !! 2 !! 3 ⇒ 5 (be sure to test that this works!)

(c) prefix :: Eq a => [a] -> [a] -> Bool

prefix "has" "haskell" ⇒ True

prefix "hask" "hascool" ⇒ False

prefix [0..5] [0..] ⇒ True

prefix [0..] [0..] ⇒ ⊥
prefix [0..] [1..] ⇒ False

(d)? contains :: Eq a => [a] -> [a] -> Bool

contains "abcdef" "cdef" ⇒ True

contains "abcdef" "bce" ⇒ False

contains [0..] [4832..19273] ⇒ True

contains [0..] [10,9] ⇒ ⊥

4. Even though this is avoided because of inefficiency, a dictionary can be repre-
sented with a list of key-value pairs. For instance, [(12, "aardvark"), (37,

"balloon")] could be a dictionary containing two items: "aardvark" for key 12
and "balloon" for key 37. Its type is [(k, v)]. Associate it with a type alias
of your choosing (e.g., type Dict k v = [(k, v)]) and implement the following
functions:

(a) exists :: Eq k => k -> Dict k v -> Bool

exists 5 [(0, 1)] ⇒ False

exists 5 (zip [3..6] [0..]) ⇒ True

exists 9999 (zip [0..] [0..]) ⇒ True

exists 10 (zip [11..] [0..]) ⇒ ⊥
(b) get :: (Show k, Eq k) => Dict k v -> k -> v

get [(0,’n’),(5,’a’)] 5 ⇒ ’a’

get (zip [0..5] [0..]) 7 ⇒ error "key 7 not found"

get (zip [0..] [1..]) 999 ⇒ 1000

get (zip [4..] [0..]) 2 ⇒ ⊥
(c) insert’ :: Eq k => k -> v -> Dict k v -> Dict k v

insert’ 1 ’a’ [(0,’b’)] ⇒ [(0,’b’),(1,’a’)]

insert’ 1 ’a’ [(0,’b’),(1,’c’)] ⇒ [(0,’b’),(1,’a’)]

(d) delete’ :: Eq k => k -> Dict k v -> Dict k v

delete’ 1 [(0,’b’),(1,’c’)] ⇒ [(0,’b’)]

delete’ 1 [(0,’b’)] ⇒ [(0,’b’)]
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5. Define sumNumbers that takes a sentence and returns the sum of all numbers oc-
curring in that sentence. Number is a word that contains only digits. (Hint: read,
Data.Char.isDigit.)

sumNumbers :: String -> Int

sumNumbers "I bought 2 donuts and 3 eggs" ⇒ 2 + 3 = 5

sumNumbers "I like Haskell" ⇒ 0

sumNumbers "word 3 31 255 word2 01 2" ⇒ 3 + 31 + 255 + 1 + 2 = 292

6. Define a Point as a type alias for a two-dimensional point with double precision
(type Point = (Double, Double)). Using Point, define Polygon as an alias for
a list of points: each two adjacent points define one line segment (as a convention,
the last point in the list is adjacent to the first point in list). Polygon is valid if it
has three or more points (to make the things more simple, it is ok if the points are
identical).

(a) Define dist that calculates the distance between two points.

dist :: Point -> Point -> Double

dist (0.5,0) (3.5,0) ⇒ 3

dist (1.2,-1.8) (1.2,-1.8) ⇒ 0

(b) Define onLineSegment that checks if point (first argument) lies on the line
segment (starting point is the second argument, ending point is the third argu-
ment). Use 0.00001 precision. (Hint: use dist.)

onLineSegment :: Point -> Point -> Point -> Bool

onLineSegment (1,2) (0,0) (2,4) ⇒ True

onLineSegment (-2,-4) (0,0) (2,4) ⇒ False

(c) Define isValid that tests if the polygon is valid.

isValid :: Polygon -> Bool

isValid [] ⇒ False

isValid [(0,0), (1.5,2)] ⇒ False

isValid [(3.1,3), (3,3), (3,3)] ⇒ True

(d) Define perimeter that returns the perimeter of a polygon. If the polygon is
not valid, return an error message “Not a valid polygon”.

perimeter :: Polygon -> Double

perimeter [(0,0), (0,1), (1,1), (1,0)] ⇒ 4

perimeter [(0,0), (0,1)] ⇒ error "Not a valid polygon"

(e) Define onPolygonBorder that checks if the point is on a polygon border. If the
polygon is not valid, return an error message “Not a valid polygon”. (Hint: use
any or or, use onLineSegment.)

onPolygonBorder :: Point -> Polygon -> Bool

onPolygonBorder (1,2) [(0,0), (2,4), (0,6), (-5,0)] ⇒ True

onPolygonBorder (3,3) [(0,0), (2,4), (0,6), (-5,0)] ⇒ False

onPolygonBorder (3,3) [(3,3), (3,3), (3,3)] ⇒ True

onPolygonBorder (1,5) [(1,1)] ⇒ error "Not a valid polygon"

(f) Define areAdjacent that takes two polygons and checks whether they are ad-
jacent. We consider two polygons to be adjacent if there is a vertex A in the
first one and a vertex B in the second one such that dist(A,B) < 1. If one of
the polygons is not valid, return an error message “Not a valid polygon”.
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areAdjacent :: Polygon -> Polygon -> Bool

areAdjacent [(0,0), (1,1), (0,1)] [(0.5,0), (3,3), (3,4), (9,9)]

⇒ True

areAdjacent [(0,0), (1,1), (0,1)] [(3,0), (3,3), (3,4), (5.3,7)]

⇒ False

areAdjacent [(0,0), (1,1), (0,1)] [(3,0), (3,3)]

⇒ error "Not a valid polygon"

(g) Define getAdjacent that takes a list of polygons and returns a list of pairs
of indices, where each pair contains indices of two adjacent polygons (list is
zero-indexed: first index is 0). The function getAdjacent has to return one
pair of indices for each pair of adjacent polygons. If any of the polygons is not
valid, return an error message “Not a valid polygon”.

getAdjacent :: [Polygon] -> [(Int, Int)]

getAdjacent [[(0,0), (1,1), (0,1)], [(0.5,0), (3,3), (3,4)]]

⇒ [(0,1)]

getAdjacent [[(0,0), (1,1), (0,1)], [(0.5,0), (3,3), (3,4)], [(3,0),

(3,3), (3,4)]] ⇒ [(0,1), (1,2)]

getAdjacent [[(0,0), (1,1), (0,1)], [(0.5,0), (3,3)]]

⇒ error "Not a valid polygon"

7. Define a function that takes in a list of predicate functions defined for an arbitrary
type (a -> Bool) and a list of elements [a] and returns a list of lists of elements
that satisfy the first predicate, the second predicate, etc.

partition’ :: [a -> Bool] -> [a] -> [[a]]

partition’ [odd, even, const True] [1..10]

⇒ [[1,3,5,7,9],[2,4,6,8,10],[1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10]]

8. Define a function that swaps the order of adjacent words in a string.

swapAdjacent :: String -> String

swapAdjacent "all for one and one for all" ⇒ "for all and one for one"

9. Let Alphabet be an alias for a list of characters. Write a function alphabetSort

that takes a String and an Alphabet and returns the String in which the letters
are sorted by the order defined by alphabet. Alphabet can contain only lowercase
letters and each letter can appear only once. Uppercase letters always come before
lowercase letters.

alphabetSort :: String -> Alphabet -> String

alphabetSort "DEVAD" "daliborev" ⇒ "DDAEV"

alphabetSort "dD" "d" ⇒ "Dd"

alphabetSort "" "aa" ⇒ error "invalid alphabet"

alphabetSort "" "" ⇒ ""

alphabetSort "" "a" ⇒ ""

alphabetSort "a" "" ⇒ error "incomplete alphabet"

alphabetSort "haskell" (reverse [’a’..’z’]) ⇒ "sllkhea"

10. Functions in Haskell (or any other language for that matter) cannot be tested for
equality nor can their inverse be computed. However, we may provide some of this
functionality for functions defined over finite domains.
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(a) Define a function funEq that tests whether two unary functions are equal over
a given domain.

funEq :: Eq b => [a] -> (a -> b) -> (a -> b) -> Bool

funEq [0..999] succ succ ⇒ True

funEq [0..] odd even ⇒ False

funEq [0..] even even ⇒ ⊥
funEq [(1,1),(2,2),(3,3)] fst snd ⇒ True

(b) Define a function funEq2 that does the same for binary functions.

funEq2 :: Eq c =>

[a] -> [b] -> (a -> b -> c) -> (a -> b -> c) -> Bool

funEq2 [0..99] [0.99] (+) (+) ⇒ True

funEq2 [0..99] [0.99] (+) (-) ⇒ False

(c) Define a function tabulate that tabulates a given function over a given domain
(lists the input-output pairs).

tabulate :: [a] -> (a -> b) -> [(a,b)]

tabulate [0..3] odd ⇒ [(0,False),(1,True),(2,False),(3,True)]

tabulate [0..5] succ ⇒ [(0,1),(1,2),(2,3),(3,4),(4,5),(5,6)]

(d) Define a function to test whether a given function is injective, when restricted
to a given domain.

injective :: Eq b => [a] -> (a -> b) -> Bool

injective [0..5] succ ⇒ True

injective [0..5] odd ⇒ False

(e)? Define a function that returns the “total inverse” (the function that computes
all possible inverse values) of a given function.

totalInv :: Eq b => [a] -> (a -> b) -> (b -> [a])

invOdd = totalInv [0..9] odd

invSucc = totalInv [0..9] succ

invOdd True ⇒ [1,3,5,7,9]

invSucc 5 ⇒ [4]

invSucc 0 ⇒ []

(f)? Define a function inv xs f that returns the inverse function of f over a domain
xs. If f is non-injective, then it has no inverse function. In this case, however,
return a function that picks one (arbitrary) element from the set of possible
inverse values. If the inverse function is not defined for a given element, it
should terminate with an error.

inv :: Eq b => [a] -> (a -> b) -> (b -> a)

invOdd = inv [0..9] odd

invSucc = inv [0..9] succ

invOdd True ⇒ 1

invSucc 5 ⇒ 4

invSucc 0 ⇒ error "no image"

funEq [1..10] invSucc pred ⇒ True

funEq [0..10] invSucc pred ⇒ error "no image"
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Corrections

v2: 1b-4: "haskell" => "haskel"

v3: 4, 6: add type alias examples

v4: 4, 6: more explicit type alias examples

4b: add (Show k) constraint

v5: 10f: formatting fix; exception => error; typos

v6: 10a: example fixed

v7: 3b: [] => [[]]

v8: 3d: added missing problem 3. d)

v9: 7: partition => partition’

v10: 9: fixed test example that had ’A’ in alphabet

v11: 7: integers -> [a]
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